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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

?Ball So Hard Universit y"

Life has been crazy and got even crazier now that I'm 
officially self employed, running global. I used my 
graduation picture to represent going to that next level. 
The kid in that pic was a dreamer with such high 
ambitions, and an appetite for life. The spirit of that kid 
is still inside me and pushes me to dare to be great 
everyday. The cover artist fits that daring to be great 
mentality and his name is HunnaV. An amazing talent, 
who is relentless in his approach for greatness. It was 
our common goal of being great that made us select him 
and I can't wait for you all to dig into the great content 
we have for you. Stay Global my Friends!

What?s up,

This is Rich Parrott IV, aka LA 
Rich, aka Young Charles Bring 
Em Out. If you?re reading this 
it means you?ve checked out 
the mag, and from the 
bottom of my heart, thank 
you. It also means the 
naysayers have to put up with 
me a litt le bit longer, like 
another dynasty run. This is 
the first mag of the year and 
to still be doing this is a 
blessing beyond words.



Chr ist ian Bl ue -  One Beer  
MF DOOM Tr ibut e)

The culture lost a great one when MF DOOM passed. News that shook 

up the culture, as every one dealt with the passing of one our legends. 

His impact is one that will last the times, with genius level music 

packed with soul for Hip Hop purists. To keep that spirit alive Christian 

Blue brings masterpiece with his new song ?One Beer?.

Christian Blue embodies the excellence of MF DOOM on his new 

tribute ?One Beer?. He takes on a classic instrumental with enough flair 

and skill to make it his own. The flow is high powered, and focused as 

it hit?s the mark in exemplary fashion to deliver a classic. Lyrically its 

beyond sharp, and on another plateau with so many bars, it?ll take 

multiple listens to catch the greatness he delivers for every second.

Christian Blue?s ?One Beer (MF DOOM Tribute) is that super incredible 

Hip Hop that keeps the soul on the genre intact. The love and hunger 

for the game resonates well in the music, with you hearing the 

conviction in his delivery to make amazing music, as well as a 

stunning tribute for one of our heroes.

connect  wit h chr ist ian bl ue on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/chrstianblue/



mat t hew wil ey -  michigan

If you?re from Michigan like us, you know it comes with a certain pride to 

be from here. A place for dreamers, and hustlers that know the certain 

toughness and confidence you have to have to survive here. That type of 

pride makes us all stand together, and MATTHEW WILEY makes that 

anthem for us on his new song ?Michigan?.

MATTHEW WILEY gives us all of us in Michigan a reason to be proud on 

his new song ?Michigan?. The sound is packed with appeal, that 

resonates well in its tone setting that he delivers on. MATTHEW brings 

incredible writing filled with gems that people from Michigan, will feel 

and people who are not from here a reason to check us out. The writing 

is delivered perfectly by the a melodic flow filled with energy to make it a 

hit across the board.

MATTHEW WILEY?s ?Michigan? is an impressive anthem that everyone 

can enjoy. The pride in the music can resonate with anyone who is proud 

of where they are from, with his confidence rubbing off on the listener to 

make you take on his energy, on this super enjoyable record.

CONNECT WITH mat t hew wil ey ON TWITTER AND 
INSTAGRAM

https:// twitter.com/matthewxwiley

https://www.instagram.com/matthewxwiley/



Lar r y June & Monr oe Fl ow 
-  TRAP LARRY (Pr od by 
Hit Kidd & Sl edgr en)
As much as Hip Hop is bravado driven, there?s just some artist who 

have that special space to them. That infectious energy to them 

that draws you in, to the point you take on the cool of their music. 

That quality is the thing of legends and Larry June has that feel that 

is on full bloom on his song with Monroe Flow called ?TRAP LARRY? 

produced by HitKidd and Sledgren.

Larry June comes together with Monroe Flow to run it up on his 

song ?TRAP LARRY?. He goes outside of usual smooth sound to 

take on the Trap sound that HitKidd and Sledgren deliver. Larry is 

commanding and rides the beat to perfection, with every line sliding 

off the beat to the listeners ear to make something enjoyable. 

Monroe Flow adds in a calm storm of lyrics with his in pocket and 

focused flow, bringing value to make this exciting record enjoyable 

for every second.

Larry June and Monroe Flow ?TRAP LARRY (Produced by 

HitKidd&Sledgren? is a record that gives you everything that makes 

music fun to discover. The energy of the music makes for one 

enticing listen, with the bravado of each artist carrying the track, to 

make it something fresh to dive into on a must hear record, from 

must hear talent.

connect  wit h l ar r y j une on t wit t er  
and inst agr am

twitter.com/larryjuneftm

https://www.instagram.com/larryjunetfm/



Sam Sal omon -  Pr essur e

Being able to stick with the people as an artist is tough. Add in the 

element of so many release dropping, and it makes it almost 

impossible. To stick with people you have to be talented, but more 

than that you have to be transparent in the music, to make people buy 

into not only the artistry but the person behind the music. That?s what 

Sam Salomon is able to do in a stellar way in his latest release 

?Pressure?.

Sam Salomon gets in his bag to make something soulful for the 

people on the new song ?Pressure?. The production sets a great tone 

with a hard edge that makes you slow down, and pay attention to the 

music that?s given. The writing is strong and amazing in it?s 

articulation while telling the story to perfection to make you buy in to 

the fullest. It?s all delivered by the right flow approach to make it all 

come together for one cohesive must hear sound.

Sam Salomon?s ?Pressure? is an incredible record that shows where 

appeal and soul meet. The sound has a commanding touch to it that 

works, rooted in the authenticity Hip Hop was built on to make it a 

hard record to pass on. If you want to hear good music hit play on 

this special record now.

connect  wit h sam sal omon on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/samsalomon/



t ekh t ogo -  2nd dat e

When being a fan of an artist,, you come to their music expecting 

certain thigs. What that can be is truly limitless, depending on the 

artist. It can be their flow, or presence, or even just the certain 

feel of their music when you tune in. When coming to Tekh Togo?s 

music you can expect to hear sophistication in the rhymes that 

marvels in it?s story telling, as well super fly production that 

comes to life out your speakers. All of that is on full display on his 

latest release ?2nd Date?.

The luxury of Tekh Togo?s sound makes for a masterpiece on his 

new song ?2nd Date?. The jazz ? hip hop blend sets a great tone, 

with the super cool sound that makes you slow down to take in 

the music.Tekh?s emceeing is as golden as it?s ever been, with the 

shine in the rhymes that rock this track for every second. The 

story telling is engaging and makes you buy in with every line 

taking you deeper to the next, as you enjoy the vibes and hang on 

to see what will happen next.

Tekh Togo?s "2nd Date? is the perfect record to showcase the art 

and soul in Hip Hop music. The pictures the music creates is 

everything that makes people be able to dream to the music, with 

a sound you can get lost in with the endless vibes of the record. 

Hit play on this record now and take in the incredible sound from 

Tekh Togo.

connect  wit h t ekh t ogo on inst agr am 

https://www.instagram.com/tekhtogo/



don pabl it o -  60k in t he 
bank

Hip Hop has a lot of great elements. So many different elements for 

the listener to enjoy. Something that is always refreshing is impressive 

lyricism. An emcee throwing on a beat and delivering bars that can 

each stand on their own as a impressive quotable. That?s what Don 

Pablito brings on his new song ?60K in the Bank?.

Don Pablito presence is supreme on the new song ?60k in the Bank?, 

as he gives his skills extreme justice. His pen is known to be sharp 

and tears this production in to shreds. Each line popping out and as 

soon as you think you?ve heard your favorite bar, he gives you another 

one to enjoy, on this authentic record.

Don Pablito?s ?60k in the Bank? is an amazing display of Hip Hop that 

hits every mark for a super dope record. It?s another impressive record 

to add to his catalog with him displaying greatness in every facet of 

music to make enjoyable music for his old and new fans alike, with a 

sound that is so New York.

connect  wit h don pabl it o on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/realdonpablito//



ishmael  -  365

The energy in a record says everything. The way an artist 

approaches a record can come across the speakers in a real way, 

especially when it?s a record filled with good vibes and energy. 

That?s what you get from ISHMAEL on his new song ?365?.

ISHMAEL masters the art of making music people want to hear on 

his new song ?365?. He not only displays his talents to the fullest, 

but also makes music that will make the people move. His presence 

is commanding as he flexes through this smooth trap production, 

with bravado in every line that you can apply to yourself, with 

infectious energy of stars that sells it just right.

ISHMAEL?s ?365? is impressive Hip Hop that makes the genre fun to 

hear. He excels in every category from the dope flow, swaggy 

writing, and great production to give people a must hear track, from 

a must hear artist.

connect  wit h ishmael  on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/sickishmael/



andy mineo -  momma t aught  
me

When making music it?s always important to showcase your skills. 

Giving people every reason to get invested in the artistry, but it?s even 

more important to bring substance to the music. That message that 

makes the people leave with more than they came with. That approach 

always makes the music stick with you and Andy Mineo brings that 

with his new song ?Momma Taught Me?.

Andy Mineo has been bring endless pressure in anticipation for his new 

project ?Happy Thoughts?, and he continues to bring it with his new 

song ?Momma Taught Me?. His latest release its packed with heavy 

lyricsm and real messages that need to be heard now more than ever. 

The urgency in the flow shines and drives each line to proper point to 

make it impossible to ignore. All of this takes place over an 

instrumental packed with soul to make it a true musical experience to 

enjoy.

Andy Mineo?s "Momma Taught Me? is a thorough Hip Hop record 

through and through. It?s bold, commanding, and unapologetically 

truthful in it?s pursuit to deliver the real for the fans. The emceeing is 

second to none and something you must hear now, as he creates 

unlimited excitement for his new project that you need to listen to.

connect  wit h andy mineo on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/andymineo/



While 2021 just started, many of us have taken some time to really dive into some projects that 
came towards the end of the satanic year that we know as 2020. With this being said, the ever 
talented, Louisville, Kentucky native Jack Harlow ended the year strong with the release of his sixth 
project and debut album ?Thats What They All Say?. The ?Whats Poppin? rapper came with a 
statement album to let the new fans know he?s more than a one hit wonder. ?Thats What They All 
Say? came with 15 songs, seven of which being features

Although this project is the sixth to arrive from the Louisville artist, the project shows evolution 
as Jack breaks into the mainstream. While this newfound superstardom might be new to Jack, he?s 
used to being the golden boy in his home city. Other projects such as ?Confetti? and ?18? have been 
favourites to cult fans, especially in Louisville. While ?What?s Poppin? took the internet by storm in 
January 2020, the lead single on the new album was also featured on the ?Sweet Action? EP which 
was released back in March of last year. Just to put into perspective how fast Jack has ascended 
into stardom let?s compare the 15,400 first week sales of ?Sweet Action? to the now 51,000 with 
?Thats What They All Say?. The star-studded features on the new album help to show the 
progression of Jack as his name is becoming more familiar to listeners across the globe. Names 
such as Adam Levine, Chris Brown, Lil Baby, Bryson Tiller, EST Gee, and the cast of the 
ever-popular ?Whats Poppin Remix? which features Da Baby, Tory Lanez, and Lil Wayne.

Although the album peaked at #5 on the US Billboard 200. The content of the album is not what 
I expected from the 22-year-old, and I?m actually delighted. Not to say that we should have 
expected a boring project, or that fans should have expected a drastic change from the usual 
tempo that Jack brings to the table. While features can usually make or break an album, my 
attention is immediately directed to the solo tracks. The consistency within the solos is refreshing, 
Jack?s ability to put so many different emotions throughout the project is impressive and 
something I knew he would be able to to do. If I told you I had expected an old school feel from 
this new album when I first heard the announcement, I?d be lying. In today?s game, I feel the 
over-saturation of ?mainstream? music is very forced, rappers that have much more to offer than 
the usual radio play songs we hear on the daily. Vulnerability or relatability in music is something I 
hold very highly. To see the adaptability of Jack going from catchy tracks such as ?What?s Poppin? 
and ?Tyler Herro? then switch to slower-paced songs such as ?Baxter Avenue? and ?Keep It Light? is 
something I am very pleased with. ?Thats What They All Say? makes me very excited for Jack?s 
future and for the new generation of talent being discovered every day.

Jack Har l ow ?That s What  They Al l  Say? Review. 
by Kody Sl oos



It?s April 13th,2016 you?re watching Kobe's last game. 

Or it?s June 17th, 2010, and you?re watching him win 

his fifth ring. It?s plenty of things we can remember 

about the 18-time All-Star, five-time NBA 

championship, and Lakers all-time leading scorer. He 

was an MVP in 2008 and a two-time scoring champ, as 

well as an inspiration for us all.

On January 26th, 2020 we all received the devastating 

news that Kobe Bryant and his daughter Gianna have 

died and the entire world stops. The world mourned 

together as murals were painted, countless memorial 

posts, even children named after him. The NBA world 

was hurt as players who grew up watching Kobe find 

out while shooting around that a legend was gone.

The NBA tribute the NBA all-star MVP award to him, 

naming it the "Kobe Bryant  Most  Valuable Player  

Award" .There were talks about changing the NBA 

logo to Kobe Bryant?s imagery. Players writing Kobe?s 

name on their shoes or wearing his jersey before the 

game. All things to represent his name. The NFL 

honored during the Pro bowl with a touching 

presentation on the jumbotron at the game.

Kobe with all the things in the sport, did even more 

like a man and humanitarian, as he inspired children 

and adults around the world to tap into their inner 

Mamba Mentality. Although he is not here anymore, 

his name will live forever, as people will speak about 

Kobe ?Bean? Bryant forever.

l egends never  die 
-  kobe t r ibut e -  by 

nick dr aper



Top Five Ar t ist s t o Look 
f or war d t o in 2021 Winner  
I: HunnaV

To make it as an artist present day you have to do more than make 

great music. You have to have an relentless hustle to your approach, 

be someone fans can buy into, and never miss with a release. This 

makes it impossible to most but an artist like HunnaV does this with 

ease.

HunnaV has had countless releases this year including singles and a 

joint project with Costa called ?Drunk Words and Sober Thoughts?. 

Giving his fans all the music they can ask for with each release 

showing his skill, and wide skillset to make the best music possible.

It?s all of this that made him a winner of out Top Five Artists to Look 

Forward to in 2021 Winner!

connect  wit h hunnav on inst agr am and 
t wit t er

https://www.instagram.com/hunnaV/

https:// twitter.com/hunna_v

https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/08/03/hunnav-x-costa-drunk-words-sober-thoughts-album-review/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/08/03/hunnav-x-costa-drunk-words-sober-thoughts-album-review/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/08/03/hunnav-x-costa-drunk-words-sober-thoughts-album-review/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/08/03/hunnav-x-costa-drunk-words-sober-thoughts-album-review/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/08/03/hunnav-x-costa-drunk-words-sober-thoughts-album-review/


Top Five Ar t ist s t o Look 
f or war d t o in 2021 Winner  
II: Nickol as Joy

No place is known for the blues like St Louis. That soul in the music that 

can people feel that?s real, and make them get invested in what they?re 

hearing. That soul runs rampant in Nickolas Joy?s music. A multi-talented 

artist who can produce, as well as rhyme. Nickolas Joy has put out 

amazing singles like ?St Louis Blues?, as well as an incredible album 

?Poetry Ascending?. A 10 track, 28 minute project that showcased his 

knack for record making, as well as his skill for connecting to the listener 

with his story.

He also kicked off out Global World Concert Series where he performed 

his music, as well as took the listener deep into his process, to make 

everyone enjoy the artist, as well as the person behind the music alike. 

He was obvious pick for our Top Five Artists to Look Forward to award, 

and we can?t wait to see what the future holds for him.

Congrats to Nickolas Joy on being on of our Top Five Artists to Look 

Forward to in 2021.

connect  wit h nickol as j oy on t wit t er  
and inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/nickolas_joy/

https:// twitter.com/joy_nickolas

https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/05/10/nickolas-joy-st-louis-blues/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/05/10/nickolas-joy-st-louis-blues/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/05/10/nickolas-joy-st-louis-blues/


Top Five Ar t ist s t o Look 
f or war d t o in 2021 Winner  

III: Jide

Some artists just make cool music. Like the music you hear that?s 

packed with so much flavor, that you buy in to them, and are filled with 

admiration for the cool they posses. That?s the type of music Jidé has.

Jidé is a super talented artist who blends Hip Hop, R&B, and Soul to 

make one amazing cohesive sound that works every time. His 

signature melodic flow to his records not only sound good, but feel 

good to hear as well with each release being just as swaggy as the 

next. He dropped tons of singles as well as his new project 

?WhoisJidé? that showcases his sound to the fullest.

Jidé has been on fire this year and that?s why he is one of our Top Five 

Artists to Look Forward to in 2021!

Congrats to Jidé on being one on of our Top Five Artists to Look 

Forward to in 2021!

connect  wit h j ide on t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/whoisjide/

https:// twitter.com/whoisjide/

https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/11/17/jide-whoisjide-album-review/


Top Five Ar t ist s t o Look 
f or war d t o in 2021 Winner  
IV: Rosebudd

Music can lasts with you depending on the experience you have while 

listening. The sounds and artist working as one to deliver something 

special. Rosebudd has a special sound that will last you a lifetime.

The amazing sounds she blends in her music, matched with the 

confidence in her flow makes for music that you can get lost in. Ever 

since hearing her song ?Major Flav II? we have been big fans of her 

work and the sky is the limit for this ultra talented creative, who can 

produce as well as kick rhymes to make one amazing sound, that 

made her an obvious choice for one of our picks.

Congrats to Rosebudd on being one of our Top Five Artists to Look 

Froward to in 2021!

connect  wit h r osebudd on t wit t er  and 
inst agr am

https:// twitter.com/rosebuddshawty/

https://www.instagram.com/rosebuddshawty/

https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2019/10/14/rosebudd-major-flav-ii/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2019/10/14/rosebudd-major-flav-ii/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2019/10/14/rosebudd-major-flav-ii/


Top Five Ar t ist s t o Look 
f or war d t o in 2021 Winner  V: 

MKHL

Countless artists come out daily, but some artists are just born stars. 

Those people you hear or see and you just know they don?t come 

around too often, MKHL is one of those artists. A super talented 

artist out of New York who has a star quality to him that you can?t 

ignore. He makes supreme level music with each release with songs 

such as ?Stars in the roof? featuring Usainball, that allows his super 

flow to shine and deliver his lyrics to perfection.

He not only sells himself as an artist but a personality as well, with 

every aspect of his craft being great artistically, as well as engaging 

to make him a sure fire star that you must witness now. All of this 

and more is why MKHL is one of our Top Five Artists to Look Forward 

to in 2021.

Congrats to MKHL on being one our Top Five Artists to Look Forward 

to in 2021.

connect  wit h mkhl  on inst agr am

https://www.instagram.com/mkhlmusic/

https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/10/06/mkhl-featuring-usainball-stars-in-the-roof/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/10/06/mkhl-featuring-usainball-stars-in-the-roof/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/10/06/mkhl-featuring-usainball-stars-in-the-roof/
https://globalmoneyworld.com/index.php/2020/10/06/mkhl-featuring-usainball-stars-in-the-roof/




As much as there is no such thing as 
a perfect artist, in a sense it is. An 
artist who is talented, makes records 
with a digestible sound that has mass 
appeal, and has a high work rate, is 
the closest thing that you can get to 
that, and that 's everything HunnaV is. 
He's the perfect representation of 
what an artist has to be to be 
successful, as he uses his full array of 
talent and star charisma to shine to 
the fullest. With his debut project "24" 
he gives you everything you could 
want, to make a project full of 
promise. He was gracious enough to 
take time to answer some questions 
for us fresh off it 's release. Check out 
the interview and connect with him 
below. Stay Global my Friends!

hunnav is r eady 
f or  t he wor l d on 

his debut  "24"

connect  wit h hunnav on 
t wit t er  and inst agr am

Twitter.com/hunnav

instagram.com/hunnav



How has 2021 been for  HunnaV?

I started off with a bang the first day dropping a song with one of my favorite artist. The song is 
called discreet and it features Just juice. I named it that because i feel like my music has been very 
"discreet" and low key since I'm still considered a new artist so this song was meant to show that 
I'm breaking out of my shell and finding my own sound and no longer being discreet about it! 
Following that single I dropped my debut album called "24" on January 10th. So to answer your 
question, 2021 has been GREAT so far and I'm very excited to see what happens next!

What 's t he biggest  t h ing lesson you learned f rom  2020 t hat  you'd l ike t o apply t o t h is 
year .

One of the biggest lessons I've learned in 2020 was that you never know what might happen in the 
future so don't wait to chase your dreams because In a year you'll be happy that you started today! 
I know that's what everyone seems to say but that's only because ITS TRUE! In other words invest in 
your self and your dreams. I know a lot of people think investing means money but that's not 
entirely true. What I mean by it is, if you love making music then practice as often as you can and 
as soon as inspiration hits you write it down. Don't be discouraged if you have an off day, Just keep 
pushing and manifest what you want. Things will come to you if you stay consistent and that's 
guaranteed.

Wit h so m any consist ent  releases, is inspirat ion for  new  songs ever  problem ? If  so how 
do you deal w it h it ?

Yes, Inspiration for new songs is a problem sometimes. Some days it seems like in making the same 
songs over and over again and that's when I know my inspiration is lacking. Whenever that 
happens I take a break from music whether that be a couple days or a week and then try again 
with a fresh mind. Listening to new artist I've never heard is always a good way to get ideas. 
Inspiration hits me at the most random times and I tried to get into the studio as soon as I'm 
inspired. I'm blessed enough to have an amazing studio down the street from me called sound 
shuttle where all my ideas come to life and without sound shuttle I would not be where I am today. 
If I can't make it to the studio I have a small home studio that I brainstorm my ideas and create 
rough drafts of songs.

What  inspired your  debut  project  "24"? How did you know it  was t im e?

I dedicated this album to Kobe Bryant because he had such an impact on my childhood. Basketball 
was my first passion and I looked up to Kobe so his death really impacted me. Since I was turning 
24 on January 10th I though what better way to honor Kobe than to release this album the same 
day as my birthday. I knew it was time to drop an album because I had already released over 20 
singles and I know my fans were dying to hear more so since I had a bunch of songs already made 
I thought why not put some of those into an album and give them what they want. I'mvery happy 
with the way this album came out.





If  t here was one song t hat  you feel capt ures t he feel of  t he project  t he m ost , which song 
would it  be?

The song that captures this album the best is song #1 "Recognition" (feat. A.Tibbz). That one song 
motivated me to create my entire album. As soon as I recorded that song I knew i was about to make 
an album and that one was going to be track #1. I had a few songs already prepared that I was saving 
to put onto an album but "recognition" was the glue I needed to put this whole project together. 
Another very important song on the album was track #4 "LMB" (feat. Questions).  I was never planning 
on making that song it just happened out of no where and it's one of my favorite songs I've made so 
far. The day I received the "top artist to look forward to" award I went to the studio to take pictures 
and the studio happed to be open so I went in to mess around with some beats for fun and the next 
thing I knew I had almost a full track done. Later that week I posted on my Instagram about needing a 
feature for the song and someone tagged the featured artist "Questions" and his sound seemed to be 
a perfect fit so I asked him to join and we finished it.

Has any of  t he feedback  you've got t en caught  you by surpr ise, or  has everyt hing fell in 
l ine w it h your  vision?

I had a few people I haven't talked to in a long time message me and tell me they loved the album 
which was a very nice surprise to know that there are so many people out there listening to my songs 
that I had no idea even knew I made music. Other than that most of the feedback has fell in line with 
my vision. I still plan on pushing this album out a lot more so I'm hoping to get a lot more feedback 
and hopefully new fans coming soon.

What  can people expect  in t he fut ure f rom  you?

I have endless ideas it's just so hard to do them all with the limited time and resources, but I will push 
my limits and do the best I can. I have a plan to start doing weekly reviews for artists that want 
feedback on their music and start to post a lot more videos on YouTube including my own music 
videos along with reaction videos, music reviews, and maybe a podcast. I want to be more involved 
with the music industry instead of only making songs. I also already have a second album half way 
done that I'm working on. This album is a curve ball because I switch up from my usually sound and 
experiment with some new sounds. Keep an eye out for this second album I promise you'll love it.
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